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Abstract
Purpose Life cycle assessments (LCAs) of textile products
which do not include the use and emission of textile
chemicals, such as dyes, softeners and water-repellent agents,
will give non-comprehensive results for the toxicity impact
potential. The purpose of this paper is twofold: (1) to provide
a set of characterisation factors (CFs) for some of the most
common textile chemicals and (2) to propose a data source
selection strategy in order to increase transparency when calculating new CFs.
Methods A set of 72 common textile-related substances was
matched with the USEtox 2.01, USEtox 1.01 and the
COSMEDE databases in order to investigate coverage and
coherence. For the 25 chemicals that did not already have
established CFs in any of these databases, new CFs were
calculated. A data source selection strategy was developed
and followed in order to ensure consistency and transparency,
and USEtox 2.01 was used for calculations. The parameters
that caused the most uncertainty were identified during the
modelling and strategies for handling them were developed.
Results and discussion Of the 72 textile-related substances,
48 already had calculated recommended or indicative CFs in
existing databases, which showed good coherence. The main

uncertainty identified during the calculation of 25 new CFs
was the selection of input data regarding toxicity and degradation in water. However, for substances such as per- and
polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), the acid dissociation constant (pKa) and partitioning coefficients (Kow and KOC) also
require special considerations. Other input parameters had less
than one order of magnitude impact on the CF result for essentially all substances.
Conclusions The paper presents a strategy for how to provide
a complete set of toxicity CFs for a given list of substances. In
addition, such a set of CFs for common textile-related substances is presented. The data source selection strategy provides a structured and transparent way of calculating additional CFs for textile chemicals with USEtox. Consequently, this
study can help future LCA studies to provide relevant guidance towards environmentally benign chemical management
in the textile industry.
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When performing life cycle assessment (LCA), the importance of including potential toxicity impacts of chemicals
has been highlighted in several studies (Larsen et al. 2009;
Laurent et al. 2012; Panko and Hitchcock 2011). For textile
products in particular, the constantly ongoing emissions of
toxic chemicals in textile production, including dyes, softeners
and water-repellent agents, are an environmental problem of
high relevance (European Commission 2003). Thus, emissions of toxic chemicals from textile production should be a
highly relevant environmental aspect to include in LCA studies of textile products. There are, however, shortcomings in
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1 Introduction
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toxicity impact assessment methods that hinder such an inclusion. One shortcoming is the lack of characterisation factors
(CFs) for textile chemicals. This is crucial, since it is the CF
that relates the emission (E) of a substance (i) in the life cycle
inventory (LCI) to potential environmental impacts (I) according to the following relationship (Pennington et al. 2004):
I ¼ ∑ CF i  E i
i

ð1Þ

A recent literature review of LCA studies of textile products showed that textile chemicals were included in the LCI in
only 7 out of 58 published studies (Roos 2015). In addition, in
three of these seven studies, no matching with CFs to assess
potential toxicity impacts of the textile chemicals was done.
Thus, in 54 out of 58 relevant studies, the potential toxicity
impact of textile chemicals was not included in the reported
toxicity impact potential of the product. In addition, it was
found that the exclusion of textile chemicals in these 54 studies was made tacitly, which means that the exclusion is not
explicitly stated to the reader (Roos 2015).
LCA is also used to assess impact from textile products as
commissions for the textile industry. To the authors’ knowledge, such studies that are not published in scientific journals
and databases do not include potential toxicity impacts either.
As a result of this situation, LCA studies of textile products
often report incomprehensive potential toxicity impact results.
In this paper, we seek to amend this situation. Our purpose
is twofold: (1) to provide a set of CFs for some of the most
common textile chemicals and (2) to propose a data source
selection strategy for experimental and estimated data in order
to increase transparency when calculating new CFs. The overarching purpose is to facilitate calculation and application of
CFs of textile chemicals in the future and ensure that LCA
results can provide relevant guidance for the academic community as well as the textile industry towards an environmentally benign chemicals management in the textile industry.

2 Methods
The USEtox model (Rosenbaum et al. 2008) was used to
calculate human toxicity and freshwater ecotoxicity impacts
of textile chemicals in an explorative case study. In USEtox, a
human toxicity characterisation factor for a substance is derived from the product of three matrices including fate factors
(FF), human exposure factors (XF) and human toxicological
effect factors (EF):
CF ¼ EF XF FF

ð2Þ

An ecotoxicological characterisation factor for freshwater
ecosystems for a substance is likewise derived from the product of fate factors (FF), freshwater ecosystem exposure factors

(XF) and freshwater aquatic ecosystem toxicity effect factors
(EF) (Huijbregts et al. 2015b). USEtox is a consensus model
for toxicity impact assessment in LCA, endorsed by the
UNEP/SETAC Life Cycle Initiative (Westh et al. 2015). It
contains a global, nested multi-media box model of the transport and fate of contaminants. It is recommended by the
International Reference Life Cycle Data (ILCD) handbook
(European Commission 2011), the Product Environmental
Footprint (PEF) initiative (European Commission 2013) and
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (Bare
2012). The USEtox database provides pre-calculated CFs for
over 3000 substances, which reflects the availability of data
for substances at the time of development. The USEtox model
is available as an open-source tool for calculation of additional
CFs. However, the REACH pre-register database (ECHA
2008) contains over 145,000 unique substances, so the precalculated CFs cover only a limited share of all existing
chemicals. Only in the textile industry, the number of
chemicals in use exceeds 15,000 (>10,000 colourants (SDC
and AATCC 2016) and >5000 auxiliaries (TEGEWA 2016)).
2.1 Evaluation of coverage and coherence of CF databases
For this case study, a set of 72 textile-related substances was
retrieved from the inventories of two previous studies of textile products (Holmquist et al. 2016; Roos et al. 2015), listed
in Table S1 (Electronic Supplementary Material). The substances are of relevance since they are (1) used in commonly
occurring textile processes, and/or (2) emitted to the environment from textile processes, and/or (3) emitted during the
textile’s use phase or end of life and/or (4) formed during
environmental degradation processes of previously mentioned
substances.
An evaluation was made of the coverage of the textile
relevant substances in different CF databases based on different versions of USEtox: (1) the database provided with the
most current version of USEtox (2.01), (2) the database provided with an older version (USEtox 1.01) and (3) the
COSMEDE database (ADEME 2015). COSMEDE is a database with CFs and background data for the calculation of CFs
applied to cosmetic and detergent substances. COSMEDE
claims to use USEtox 1.01 for the calculation of CFs, which
are based on input data that might differ from the data used in
USEtox (Maillard et al. 2013). The coherence between the
three databases with regard to CFs for the set of 72 textilerelated substances was also investigated.
2.2 Strategy development
A datasource selection strategy wasdevelopedtocomplementthe
USEtox manual (Huijbregts et al. 2015b) and the principles
outlined in the manuals of the USEtox databases (Huijbregts
et al. 2015a, c). This strategy was based on the use of publicly
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available data in a transparent and scientifically sound manner,
aiming for consistence with the existing USEtox CFs and at the
same time covering as many substances as possible. The data
source selection strategy was developed during the data collection
for the 25 textile-related chemicals for which CFs were to be
calculated within the scope of this study. The strategy is presented
in this paper’s methods section and the details of the data collection for the 25 substances are presented in the Supplementary
material (S3).
2.2.1 Best-estimate approach for data
The selection of input data to an LCA study is dependent on
the aim of the study as well as the intended use of the CFs, and
is therefore dependent on the situation and decision context
(European Commission 2010). The USEtox approach is to
calculate CFs for comparative purposes (Rosenbaum et al.
2008) and thus, generally, apply an average or Bbest-estimate^
approach. For instance, for the freshwater ecotoxicity effect
factor, the input to the USEtox model is the chronic hazard
concentration obtained from the arithmetic mean of the
logarithmised geometric means of species-specific chronic effect concentrations (EC 50 ) (Huijbregts et al. 2015c).
Additionally, in an LCA study containing several substances
in the inventory, there is not only one type of non-cancer
human toxicity effects covered. For example, the CF can reflect severe chronic damage to foetus development as well as
temporary skin irritation (Rosenbaum et al. 2011). For cancer
human toxicity effects, the CF can likewise reflect different
cancer causes including both substances that induce tumours
and that increase their incidence. In the present study, use of
the best-estimate approach was continued in order to allow for
the use of the CFs in a traditional LCA context where different
products and/or services are compared and to provide consistency with pre-calculated USEtox CFs. This choice is in line
with the original purpose of USEtox, and provides consistency with pre-calculated USEtox CFs.
2.2.2 Evaluation of data sources for inclusion in the strategy
Data on physicochemical properties, bioaccumulation and
toxicity of substances are available via a number of sources.
In the first stage of strategy development, available data
sources were identified, whereafter all data relevant for the
USEtox input parameters were retrieved. The second stage
included data quality evaluation and prioritisation. In order
to enable transparency to the method, it was differentiated
between experimental and estimated data.
Experimental data were retrieved from open (noncommercial) data sources (listed in Table 1). The search was
limited to data sources that (1) contained experimental data,
(2) could be searched for CAS numbers and (3) were accessible via the Internet. In addition, peer-reviewed scientific

journals (via Scopus; www.scopus.com) were scanned for
papers reporting experimental data. During the identification
of data sources, no differentiation between standard and nonstandard testing (e.g. by validated OECD testing guidelines)
was made, neither was accordance with good laboratory practice (GLP). These aspects were assessed in the subsequent
evaluation.
The USEtox manual (Huijbregts et al. 2015b) gives explicit
guidance regarding the use of estimated data to calculate the fate
factor. The manual opens up for the use of estimated data, but
gives no further guidance, for the ecotoxicological effect factor
and clearly states that experimental data should be used for
calculation of the human health effect factors. Given the necessity to fill as many data gaps as possible for relevant application
of toxicity in LCIA, we propose to include estimated data as
input when experimental data are missing for fate and exposure
factors as well as for effect factors. This deviation from the
USEtox manual is justifiable in the light of current development
where estimated data are increasingly being used to fill data
gaps, e.g. in regulatory contexts (European Commission
2006; Swedish Chemicals Agency 2017).
For generation of estimated data, established methods are
available via open (non-commercial) sources. Estimation
methods enable the filling of data gaps by using experimental
data from structurally similar substances in a quantitative
structure activity relationship (QSAR) and/or category/grouping approach (see, e.g. Cronin and Madden (2010), ECHA
(2014) and OECD (2014)). As part of the strategy development, available estimation methods to fill the toxicity data
gaps were inventoried and evaluated for the purpose, aiming
for a method that can be used by general LCA experts (detailed description in the Supplementary material (S4)). This
meant that the method should be easily accessed, possible to
use without prior QSAR expertise and admit as many substances as possible within the valid domain, whilst at the same
time generate as robust and reliable results as possible. In
contrast to the data source selection for databases, only one
model per endpoint was selected for toxicity data estimation,
as it would be out of scope, given the novelty of the approach
and the scope of this paper, to extend this part further. The
models selected were ECOSAR (US EPA 2012) for
ecotoxicity and QSAR Toolbox (OECD 2016a) for mammalian toxicity. To fill as many data gaps as possible, the acuteto-chronic extrapolation, as suggested by Rosenbaum et al.
(2011), was used as a complementary method to estimate cancer (if indicated to be mutagenic) and non-cancer ED50 based
on acute LC50 values as predicted with the US EPA T.E.S.T.
model (US EPA 2017).
2.2.3 Data quality assessment
Minimum data quality (MDQ) criteria for data collection were
established to aid the data selection. The data quality was
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Table 1 Data sources used for
data collection in this study, in
priority order

Priority order

Data source

Reference

Environmental fate and exposure data
1
EPI Suite, experimental datac
2
USEtox internal estimation routinesc
3

EPI Suite, estimated datac

Other (e.g. databases searchable via OECD eChemPortal and
databases of peer-reviewed literature)
Ecotoxicological effect data
1
ECOTOXc
2
OECD SIDS IUCLIDa, c
3
ECHA CHEMa, d (REACH registration data)

USEPA (2007)
Huijbregts et al. (2015b)
USEPA (2007)

4

EFSA Open Food Toxa
ECHA C&L Inventorya (harmonised classification gives a
property interval)
6
Other (e.g. PPDB, PubChem, databases of peer-reviewed
literature)
7
Data estimation methods (ECOSAR)
Human toxicological effect data
1
US EPA IRISb, c
2
HSDBa, b, c
3
OECD SIDS IUCLIDa, c
4
ECHA CHEMa, d (REACH registration data)
5
EFSA Open Food Toxa
6
ECHA C&L Inventorya (harmonised classification gives a
property interval)
7
Other (e.g. PPDB, PubChem, databases of peer-reviewed
literature)
8
Data estimation methods (QSAR Toolbox)
4
5

USEPA (2000)
IUCLID (2007)
ECHA (2008b)
EFSA (2016)
ECHA (2013)

US EPA (2012)
US EPA (1985)
NLM (2011)
IUCLID (2007)
ECHA (2008b)
EFSA (2016)
ECHA (2013)

OECD (2016b)

a
These databases are available via the eChemPortal (OECD 2016a). The eChemPortal connects several highquality databases, and substance properties can be searched directly at the portal from four databases: CCR
(OECD 2014b), ECHA CHEM (ECHA 2008b), J-CHECK (NITE 2010) and OECD SIDS IUCLID (IUCLID
2007)
b

These databases are available via TOXNET (NLM 2005). TOXNET is a web portal that connects high-quality
toxicology databases such as IRIS (US EPA 1985) and HSDB (NLM 2011)

c
Databases prioritised in the USEtox manual. HSDB was used in Rosenbaum et al. (2011) and therefore considered prioritised
d

Data from the REACH registration database is subject to copyright laws and may require the permission of the
owner of the information

classified into categories A–F (Table 1). The proposed criteria for
MDQ for experimental data (step II) are based on the principles
behind the Klimisch scoring system (Klimisch et al. 1997).
2.3 Proposed data source selection strategy
The data source selection strategy proposed in the present study
includes three steps, presented in Fig. 1. The goal of the strategy is
to retrieve complete data sets in order to calculate CFs for as many
substances as possible. The goal is to further transparently communicate uncertainties to allow for their consideration in the LCA
interpretation. Step I is to search for data in the USEtox-endorsed
databases, i.e. those listed in the USEtox manuals (Huijbregts et al.
2015a, b, c), giving priority to the user manual. If a complete data
set (aquatic ecotoxicity data covering three trophic levels and/or

human health cancer and/or non-cancer effects, depending on the
goalofthestudy) ofMDQis achievedin this step,thedata searchis
done.SeeSupplementarymaterial (S2)foradescriptionofthedata
requirements in the USEtox model. In step II, experimental data is
retrieved from other data sources that can provide MDQ, primarily
those in eChemPortal (OECD 2016b), further detailed in Table 1.
Again,ifthissteprendersacompletedatasetofMDQ,thesearchis
over. In step III, for parameters where experimental data of MDQ
were not available, a weight-of-evidence (WoE) approach was
used (as a method to include all evidence, see, e.g. Weed
(2005)), combining estimated data from the application of
QSAR or other estimation methods with experimental data from
step II. CFs based on estimated data cannot reach MDQ unless
supported by some experimental data. The assessment of MDQ in
thethirdstepwasmadeonacase-by-casebasis.Theestimateddata
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Complete
data set
and
MDQ?

Step I. USEtox
endorsed databases

Yes
CF-MDQ

No
Complete
data set
and
MDQ?

Step II.
Experimental data
from other data
sources

Yes
CF-MDQ

No

Step III. WOE
approach: estimated
data + experimental
data from Step II

Complete
data set
and
MDQ?

No, no data
available

Data gap

where publicly available estimation methods (QSAR models
and grouping methods) were selected based on criteria of
availability, user-friendliness and documentation of scientific
soundness. The data source selection was made within the
present context, and consequently, the priority order of data
sources in Table 1 is dominated by European data sources. A
practitioner doing a case study in a different context could
make a different priority order. The motivation for the priority
order and selection of data estimation methods is described in
detail in the Electronic Supplementary Material (S3).
2.4 Calculation of new CFs

Yes
CF-MDQ

No, some data
available

CF non-MDQ

Fig. 1 The three-step data source selection strategy developed for the
study. WOE weight of evidence, MDQ minimum data quality, CF
characterisation factor

had to fulfil the criteria as defined in Table 1, and the non-MDQ
experimental data had to point in the same direction (cf. WoE
approach in REACH Annex XI). One example is the Dyestuff E
(CAS no.149850–30-6) for which experimental data
corresponded well with the ECOSAR estimated data. A detailed
description of the methodological procedure for data estimation is
included in section S4 in the Supplementary material. This description can be used as guidance for the user of the proposed data
source selection strategy.
2.3.1 Priority order for data sources
Based on the MDQ criteria (Table 2) and the data source
selection strategy (Fig. 1), a priority order for search in databases was created (Table 1). The databases endorsed by
USEtox have the highest priority, followed by databases
found to be able to provide MDQ and had a wide coverage
of substances.
Priority order means that when sufficient data of MDQ is
found in a database, the databases with lower priority are not
searched. For example, for ecotoxicity data in terms of EC50,
data from three trophic levels (normally algae, invertebrates
and fish) are required to calculate the effect factor in USEtox
(Rosenbaum et al. 2008). If three trophic levels could be covered with MDQ data after search in the ECOTOX database
(USEPA 2000), which has priority order 1, then the data
search was stopped. This pragmatic strategy is intended to
provide transparency, since the user of the CF can then know
from which sources the data originate. A similarly pragmatic
approach was applied to the data estimation (part of step III),

For the 25 textile-related substances not covered in any of the
three CF databases, new CFs were calculated with USEtox
2.01, using data collected following the recommendations
for data selection and data treatment in the USEtox™ user
manual (Huijbregts et al. 2015b) and the data source selection
strategy as presented above.
2.5 Sensitivity analysis
2.5.1 Simplified sensitivity analysis of the dependency
on input parameters
A simplified sensitivity analysis was performed where the
generic dependency on input parameters and the data source
selection strategy for the CF results was investigated. All input
parameters to the USEtox model were increased and decreased by two orders of magnitude.
2.5.2 CF dependency on data source selection
For a specific substance group (per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS)), special considerations may be needed in fate
modelling due to their environmental partitioning behaviour and
the difficulty to accurately define physical-chemical property
values (Armitage 2009; Armitage et al. 2006). Fate parameters
such as, e.g. partitioning coefficients, are difficult to determine
experimentally (Armitage 2009), and EPIsuite-estimated physical-chemical data may be associated with extra uncertainty for
the PFAS, as indicated by a study where Wang et al. (2011) could
show that EPIsuite performed less well in a comparative study of
models to predict physicochemical properties of PFAS. To explore the implications of this special challenge posed by the
PFAS, the EPIsuite data were complemented by experimental
data retrieved from literature for three PFAS, namely 4:2
fluorotelomer alcohol (4:2 FTOH), perfluorohexanoic acid
(PFHxA) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA). The physicochemical parameters included were solubility (Sol 25), vapour
pressure (Pvap25), the octanol-water partitioning coefficient
(Kow), Henry’s law constant (KH25C) and pKa. To investigate
the influence of the data source selection, a sensitivity analysis
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Table 2 Criteria and
categorisation for data quality
assessment

Data quality category
Step I
A

Step II
B

C

D

Comment

MDQ

Data collected according to the process outlined in the USEtox
manuals are automatically considered MDQ since the CFs
are aimed to be as similar as the USEtox
CFs as possibleb

Yes

Data ranked as Klimisch score 1 and 2 (including industry
self-ranking), i.e. a well-performed study with complete
documentation
Data peer-reviewed by a reliable third party (e.g. from articles
in peer-reviewed scientific journals or reports published by
an authority or other competent body), which is believed
to use assessment criteria equivalent to Klimisch scores 1 and 2
Data ranked as Klimisch score 3 and 4 (including industry
self-ranking), i.e. a study not relevant for the purpose and/or
of low quality or lacking complete documentation

Yes

Data calculated with an estimation method relevant for the
chemical structure; e.g. the substance is within the application
domain for the (Q)SAR-model, and based on a robust/reliable
grouping/categorisation and /or (Q)SAR, and is supported by
some experimental data
Data calculated for a substance outside the application domain
of the (Q)SAR or by a grouping/categorisation and/or (Q)SAR
that is not reliable/robust, or is not supported by any
experimental data

Yesa

Yes

No

Step III
E

F

Noa

WOE weight of evidence, MDQ minimum data quality, CF characterisation factor
a

Estimated data (data quality categories E and F) are used together with experimental data from step II in a
weight-of-evidence approach when sufficient experimental data to arrive at CF-MDQ are not available, i.e. if
available data are of low quality (data quality category D) or do not cover all relevant species/endpoints (data
quality B and C) (see Fig. 1)

b

Data in category A can be considered non-MDQ if substance-specific properties indicate that the method is not
appropriate, e.g. BCF estimation based on Kow for substances for which Kow is not a relevant measure, e.g. the
PFASs (Armitage 2009)

was performed using data for the same input parameter from
different data sources.

3 Results and discussion
This section reports the investigation of the coverage and coherence of existing USEtox-based databases for the textilerelated substances, the 25 CFs that were calculated and the
evaluation of the CFs’ dependency on input parameters and
the data source selection strategy.
3.1 Coverage and coherence of existing databases
Of the 72 examined substances, the COSMEDE database was
found to have the greatest coverage of CFs (47 substances)
compared with those for USEtox 2.01 (22 substances) and
USEtox 1.01 (21 substances). It should be noted that the
COSMEDE CFs generally do not cover human toxicity, but
mainly ecotoxicity. The respective mid-point CFs for emissions

to freshwater (most relevant for textile industry) are shown in
Table S4 (Electronic Supplementary Material), where it can be
seen how the CFs vary between the different databases for all the
substances. Regarding the different results for CFs in USEtox
1.01 compared with USEtox 2.01, this can be explained by
differences in the model. The differences between the existing
CFs from USEtox 1.01 and COSMEDE more likely come from
differences in input data, since COSMEDE claims to be based
on the USEtox 1.01 model.
Only for one chemical (octamethyltetrasiloxane, a common
precursor to silicon-based chemicals) did the CFs vary more
than one order of magnitude between databases. Thus, the
COSMEDE database seems not to have become obsolete after
the update to USEtox 2.0 model, since the difference was
moderate for this set of substances. For one chemical
(Dyestuff A), COSMEDE provided a CF for ecotoxicity,
whilst USEtox 1.01 and 2.01 did not. This suggests that developers of the USEtox 1.01 and 2.01 used sources where the
substance’s ecotoxicity was either not documented, or the data
quality was deemed insufficient.
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3.2 New CFs for 25 textile-related substances
The results from the calculations of new CFs, using the data
source selection strategy from Fig. 1, are shown in Table 3
together with the main sources of uncertainty in the modelling.
All CFs are for emissions of textile-related chemicals to the
continental freshwater compartment. Table S2 (Electronic
Supplementary Material) contains the collected input data
for running the USEtox 2.01 model for the 25 textile-related
substances. CFs for emissions to other compartments than
continental freshwater are shown in Table S3 (Electronic
Supplementary Material). All CFs should be regarded as indicative, and if they are going to be used for more than screening purposes, they should be further verified.
An interesting observation was that one surfactant, the alpha-MES, is marketed as Benvironmentally friendly^ under
CAS RN 93348–22-2 (e.g. Henan Surface Industry Co Ltd.
2016), but is also documented to be structurally very similar to
a known toxic surfactant (CAS RN 4016–24-4 (OECD SIDS
2003)). The CF for alpha-MES was shown to be relatively
high for all compartments compared with the other substances
in the data set. Therefore, it is recommended to include all
substances when calculating CFs, regardless of market claims.
3.2.1 Implications of the inclusion of estimated data
The inclusion of data estimation methods as part of the data
collection strategy allowed for calculation of CFs for 15 additional substances. This is an important addition since those
substances would without a CF be assessed as having no toxicity impact in the LCA. However, the inclusion of estimated
data also brought with it a number of challenges. Despite the
careful model selection, it was difficult to achieve robust and
reliable results due to three main reasons: (i) the difficulty to
assess the precision and accuracy of the estimated data, especially since many of the substances in the data set have complex chemical structures; (ii) the complex work flow of the
read-across methods in the QSAR Toolbox, making them time
consuming and limiting reproducibility of the results as the
uncertainty in the estimated data is directly linked to the analyst’s knowledge, experience and skills, in particular related to
the category building (Dimitrov et al. 2016); and (iii) in the
case of the human health non-cancer endpoint, the complexity
of the endpoint. These challenges were addressed in the final
model selection (see Electronic Supplementary Material (S4)),
where the QSAR Toolbox read-across approach was abandoned and (Q)SAR models were selected instead. For the
human health non-cancer effects, the heterogenic endpoint
(non-cancer effects from repeated dose toxicity can be
many) made it difficult to find one (Q)SAR model and all
estimated data were based on the acute-to-chronic extrapolation (Rosenbaum et al. 2011). A few substances could not be
modelled since they were outside the model domain, and in

such cases, as an additional complement, default factors could
be developed based on data in the existing databases but this
was not applied in the present study. The advantage with default factors is that each substance will render a result in the
LCIA calculation, and thus, emission volumes and exposure
can still be considered.
3.3 Results from the sensitivity analysis
3.3.1 Generic CF dependency on input parameters
The data selection is one important contributor to input parameter uncertainty when CFs are calculated. Previous studies
have shown that for emissions to freshwater, it is in general the
toxicity parameters (i.e. EC50 values) that have the largest
influence on freshwater ecotoxicity in USEtox (Alfonsín
et al. 2014; Igos et al. 2014). Other parameters might be important too, depending on toxicity pathways and effects
(Hauschild et al. 2011).
In the sensitivity analysis, the generic dependency on input
parameters for the CF results was investigated for the 25 textilerelated chemicals for which new CFs were calculated. All input
parameters to the USEtox model were increased and decreased
two orders of magnitude. It must be pointed out that many of
these parameter values are not possible to find in real-life measurements; thus, this sensitivity analysis is only theoretical with
the purpose of exploring which input parameters are most sensitive for different types of chemicals. The input parameters to
which the CFs are most sensitive can be examined in greater
detail in the subsequent iterations of a study, whilst less scrutiny
is needed for the other parameters. For these less sensitive parameters, default values could even be used.
Table 4 summarises the main findings of the sensitivity
analysis, and Fig. 2 shows the sensitivity analysis results for
freshwater ecotoxicity CFs for emissions to freshwater for the
input parameters Kow, kdegW and avlogEC50.The full sensitivity analysis results are shown in Figs. S1, S2, S3 and S4
(Electronic Supplementary Material). The toxicity impact parameters (avlogEC50 (log HC50) and ED50, respectively) were
very important for all emission compartments and impact categories. The value of the input parameters for the degradation
rate in water (kdegW) was shown to be the second most important parameter; only for effects on human toxicity from emissions to urban air did this parameter have an insignificant
influence. For effects on human toxicity from emissions to
water, the bioaccumulation factor in fish/biota (BAFfish)
was important too. Other input parameters had less than one
order of magnitude impact on the CF result for essentially all
substances, with a few exceptions, further described in section
S5 in the Supplementary material.
Since the CFs are not heavily dependent on the physicochemical data, but rather on toxicity parameters, this suggests
that it is of less importance to add further data sources
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307–24-4
335–67-1
375–73-5
78,330–23-1
3055–94-5

Antifoaming agent B

DWR agent C

DWR agent D
Dyestuff D
Dyestuff E
Dyestuff F

Dyestuff G
Dyestuff H
Dyestuff I
Dyestuff J

Dyestuff K
Lubricant A
Stabiliser B
Surfactant A
Surfactant B
Surfactant C
Surfactant D
TP F
TP G

TP H
TP I
TP J
TP K
Wetting agent B
Wetting agent C

NEG
NEGa
1.27E−04a
NEGa
NEG
3.04E−05

1.30E−04
DG
DG
DG
NEG
NEG
NEG
NEGa
NEG

NEGa
1.80E−06a
NEG
DG

1.67E+02
1.13E+02
2.88E+03a
2.69E+01a
3.97E+04
7.37E+03

1.30E+04
3.95E+01
2.26E+02a
4.25E+02
3.83E+05
4.78E+05
3.41E+05
8.95E+00a
2.18E+00

II

I, IV
IV
IV
II, IV,VI

VI
VII
IV, VI

IV, V
II, III
VII
II
VI

IV, VII
IV
VII
IV, V
II, VII
IV
IV,V
V

VIII

II, III

Main sources
of uncertainty

UVCB substances
No pKa value found
No pKa value found
Some EC50 values have >minus signs

The substance is indicated to be more toxic
than ECOSAR predicts

No pKa value found

Ecotoxicity trophic levels: amphibian,
invertebrate and fish, i.e. not algae/plants

Nanosized particles might be hazardous
(Zhuravskii et al. 2016)

Comment (see supplementary
material for further information)

a

MDQ minimum data quality

I estimated data flagged by EPIsuite to be outside valid domain, II ecotoxicity data do not cover three trophic levels, III expert judgement, IV (Q)SAR and/or categorisation/grouping method not robust/
reliable for this substance, V the substance may not be soluble enough to measure the predicted ecotoxicological effect(s), VI data gap is filled by acute to chronic extrapolation or categorised as NEG as
recommended in Rosenbaum et al. (2011), VII EC50 could not be determined (>data used), VIII documentation lacking, PC precursor, TP transformation product, DWR durable water repellent, NEG the
toxicity is negligible, DG data gap

7.80E−08
5.06E−07a
6.61E−04a
1.24E−06a
1.11E−05
7.21E−07

6.87E−06
1.30E−10
6.12E−09a
3.28E−07a
9.89E−06
5.86E−07a
4.04E−07
1.63E−08a
4.98E−07a

3.61E+01a
3.56E+03
6.41E+03a
1.34E+04
4.37E+02
1.75E+01
1.85E+03
1.64E+03

1.46E−03a
7.07E−06a
3.07E−06
8.94E−06
2.75E−06a
2.81E−07
5.96E−07
DG

1.69E−04
NEGa
3.13E−06
1.86E−05

8.18E+00

3.40E−05

NEGa

2.74E+00

1.44E−07

NEGa

Freshwater ecotoxicity
(CTUe)

Human toxicity,
non-cancer (CTUh)

Human toxicity,
cancer (CTUh)

CFs are calculated with USEtox 2.01, and the sources of uncertainties are listed

CAS RN

New mid-point CFs for 25 textile-related substances for emissions to the continental freshwater compartment

Substance

Table 3
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Table 4 Sensitivity to input parameters to the USEtox model for the
selected data set per emission compartment and impact category

avlog EC50
kdegW
avlog EC50
kdegW

ED50
ED50
kdegW
BAF

Parameters affecting the CF with more than a factor of 10 and that affected more than 25% of the substances are considered of main importance
and included in the table

a

K OW

1,E+02
1,E+01
1,E+00
1,E-01

b

Surfactant E,…

Dyestuﬀ K

Surfactant C

Surfactant B

DWR agent C

Anfoaming agent B

Dyestuﬀ I

Dyestuﬀ J

TP K

Dyestuﬀ H

TP I

TP J

DWR agent D

Weng agent C

TP H

Lubricant A

Dyestuﬀ F

Dyestuﬀ G

Dyestuﬀ E

Surfactant D

Weng agent B

Dyestuﬀ D

Stabilizer B

TP F

KOW *10E+02
TP G

1,E-02

KOW *10E-02

kdegW

1,E+02
1,E+01

1,E+00
1,E-01

c

Surfactant E,…

Surfactant C

Dyestuﬀ K

Surfactant B

DWR agent C

Anfoaming agent B

Dyestuﬀ I

Dyestuﬀ J

TP K

Dyestuﬀ H

TP I

TP J

DWR agent D

Weng agent C

Dyestuﬀ G

Dyestuﬀ F

Dyestuﬀ E

Surfactant D

Weng agent B

Dyestuﬀ D

Stabilizer B

TP F

kdegW *10E+02
TP G

1,E-02

kdegW *10E-02

avlogEC50

1,E+02
1,E+01

1,E+00
1,E-01
1,E-02

avlogEC50 *10E-02
avlogEC50 *10E+02
TP F
TP G
Dyestuﬀ D
Stabilizer B
Surfactant D
Weng agent B
Dyestuﬀ E
Dyestuﬀ F
Dyestuﬀ G
TP H
Lubricant A
DWR agent D
Weng agent C
TP I
TP J
TP K
Dyestuﬀ H
Dyestuﬀ I
Dyestuﬀ J
DWR agent C
Anfoaming agent B
Surfactant B
Dyestuﬀ K
Surfactant C
Surfactant E,…

Fig. 2 CF sensitivity to selected
input parameter values (Kow,
kdegW and avlogEC50). Freshwater
ecotoxicity CF for emissions to
continental freshwater. All
numbers normalised against base
case CF from 3.2. TP
transformation product, DWR
durable water repellent

TP H

Emissions to freshwater

Human toxicity

Lubricant A

Emissions to urban air

Freshwater ecotoxicity

regarding physiochemical data to the data source selection
strategy (Table 1) at this stage. Table 1 is focused on the
toxicity input data in the form of EC50 and ED50 values, which
can indeed vary with several orders of magnitude between
substances in reality. In addition, toxicity data was shown to
be the most difficult data to retrieve. This is therefore the most
important input parameter to put effort in acquiring in a consistent and transparent manner during the data selection. It is
important to remember that even when high-quality experimental data for cancer and non-cancer toxicity do exist, the
extrapolation of toxicity data of chemical compounds from
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mammalian species to humans, using interspecies factors,
adds uncertainty. One group of substances that stand out in
the sensitivity analysis is the fluorinated acids, which was
shown to be relatively sensitive to the acid dissociation constant
(pKa). This is in contrast to most other substances, which were
generally only sensitive to toxicity parameters (Figs. S1-S4).
3.3.2 PFAS CF dependency on data source
For the two fluorinated acids, PFHxA and PFOA, pKa was the
most sensitive of the parameters studied (pKa, Kow, Sol 25,
Pvap25 and KH25C). For PFOA, Goss (2008) estimates that
the most correct pKa value is close to −0.5, and this is the value
that was used as original value in the calculations of the CF. Goss
further describes the effects that the pKa value has for PFOA and
other highly fluorinated carboxylic acids (e.g. PFHxA). PFOA
would stay mostly in the air (96%) if we assume a pKa value of 2.8
(Brace 1962), whereas it would reside almost completely in the
water (99%) if a pKa value of −0.5 (USEPA 2007) is assumed. In
reality, PFOA is mostly found in the form of PFO− ions in water
(Armitage 2009), and thus, a correct pKa (−0.5 in the case of
PFOA) is essential to achieve relevant modelling results for the
fate of PFOA and other highly fluorinated carboxylic acids. For
PFHxA, an experimental pKa value of 0.84 was available from
one source only (Ding and Peijnenburg 2013); therefore, this
parameter was not varied. The physicochemical data from literature for the other parameters (Kow, Sol 25, Pvap25 and KH25C)
did not significantly change the CF for the fluorinated acids
(Figs. S5 and S6, Electronic Supplementary Material). The EPI
Suite database already contained experimental data for the Kow
value for 4:2 FTOH and Pvap25 for PFOA. The literature was
searched for experimental and estimated data for Sol 25, Pvap25
and KH25C—see Table S4 (Electronic Supplementary Material)
for the results of this search. It can be noted that none of the
investigated USEtox input parameter values varied two orders
of magnitude (as they theoretically were in Sect. 3.3.1) between
the experimental and/or estimated data available in literature.
The PFAS substance 4:2 FTOH is a neutral substance (not
dissociating), and the parameter that varied most depending on
data source was the Henry’s law constant (how well gases dissolve in water). The CF for potential freshwater ecotoxicity from
emissions to continental freshwater compartment for 4:2 FTOH
may be underestimated with 35% if the EPI Suite-based input
data is used. The other physicochemical parameters had insignificant impact for 4:2 FTOH. This analysis shows that for the
PFAS, the pKa is a parameter that must be selected with extra care.
In addition to the PFAS CF sensitivity to the pKa value, the
PFAS special partitioning behaviour may affect if the substances
are correctly modelled. PFAS are often amphiphilic, i.e. with two
partsof the molecule with different solution characteristics (Kissa
2001). In addition, a highly fluorinated molecule moiety is both
hydrophobic and oleophobic (Kissa 2001), which make the
octanol-water partitioning coefficient (Kow) an unsuitable

measure of environmental fate. Other properties of the PFAS will
be determining their fate, such as, e.g. organic carbon-water
partitioning (Armitage et al. 2006) and protein binding affinity
(Wang et al. 2016). Several of the parameters in the fate factor
calculation of USEtox are based on Kow (directly or indirectly),
when EPIsuite estimation routines or USEtox internal routines
are applied, and may not be correctly estimated for PFAS. The
impact of this basis on the logKow on the PFAS CFs was not
explored in the present study, and the PFAS CFs were flagged
with a high uncertainty. One way forward to solve the problem of
PFAS incompatibility with the traditional fate models is to enter
data on the environmental partitioning such as the KOC, rather
than for the proxy Kow (Armitage et al. 2006).
3.4 Challenges and possible pitfalls
Three general challenges in calculating CFs with the strategy proposed in the USEtox manual (and thus obtaining consistency with
the pre-calculated USEtox CFs) were identified and addressed in
the strategy. Firstly, the USEtox manual for development of new
CFs puts highest priority to WHO pesticide data sources
(Huijbregts et al. 2015c). A large share of the substances that the
two USEtox databases provide pre-calculated CFs for are also
pesticides. The access to information about pesticides differs from
the access to information about textile chemicals. For example,
pesticides are regulated within the EU by the Biocidal Product
Regulation (EC) No. 1107/2009 and in the USA by the Federal
Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), which both
imply that toxicological information must be presented before
placing the pesticide product on the market. For textile chemicals
in products, as well as many other types of chemicals in products,
there are no such strict regulations, which limit toxicity data availability. Müller et al. (2017) explored the registration dossiers generated under the European REACH legislation as a data source for
CFs. They found that REACH registration data can be used in
USEtox but also highlight issues, such as differences in aim and
scope between LCA and risk assessment methodology. Such issues were, e.g. that predominantly acute test data are available via
REACH, which is in line with the (tonnage band-related) data
requirements, as well as the focus on NOEC/NOEL in risk assessment, whilst USEtox uses EC/D50 values. These issues were considered in the present work, and the REACH registration database
is included amongst the databases in the data source selection
strategy, including also estimated data contained therein.
Secondly, USEtox provides guidance for using experimental
data for human toxicity, and the use of estimated data for ecotoxicological effects is only briefly mentioned, with no further guidance. However, many legal acts, for example REACH, aim to
reduce animal testing. Estimated data will thus probably be increasingly important and frequent for chemicals used in the future.
This is particularly likely since some hazardous and well-studied
toxicants are being phased out and replaced with newer chemicals
with less data available (Fantke et al. 2015). Considering this
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situation, inclusion of estimated data in a WoE approach was
proposed as part of the data source selection strategy.
Thirdly, two of the recommended data sources are notpublicly
available: the ARChem SPARC calculator (Archem LCC 2016)
and the RIVM e-toxBase (RIVM 2016). By suggesting alternative publicly available data sources, the data source selection
strategy proposed here seeks to facilitate the calculation of new
CFs for textile chemicals by a wider range of LCA practitioners.
Addressing these three challenges, this paper proposes a data
source selection strategy for the cases when the LCA practitioner
needs to calculate CFs for non-pesticides, for substances where
experimental data is not always available and without having to
acquire expensive databases and/or software.
3.4.1 Parameter specific challenges
Table 5 summarises the parameter-specific challenges and possible pitfalls of data selection and how this is linked to uncertainty
for different substance types. The summary is based on the discussion in this section and on the analysis of PFAS in Sect. 3.3.2.
It should be noted that parameters that are uncertain for some
substance types may have very low uncertainty for other substance types. For example, the degradation rate is not uncertain
for extremely persistent chemicals, such as terminal degradation
products of PFAS, which do not transform in the environment.
On the other hand for substances for which degradation is largely
dependent on the environmental conditions such as the presence
of microorganisms or high acidity of water, the predictability of
the degradation rate is low.

4 Conclusions and recommendations
This paper has discussed the guidelines for and uncertainties
linked to data source selection for calculation of USEtox CFs.
The paper has focused on LCA of textile products, and aimed to
present a strategy for the situation where there is a need to calculate CFs for substances that are emitted during textile production.
Textile products may also contribute to exposure of consumers
during use, which can cause human toxicity impacts. The data
source selection strategy for input to the USEtox model can also
be used when applying the newly developed models describing
this pathway (see Fantke et al. (2016)).
A data source selection strategy was developed and followed in order to ensure consistency and transparency when calculating CFs for 25 chemicals with USEtox 2.01. Toxicity
data proved to be the most difficult data to obtain. At the same
time, the sensitivity analysis showed that this is one of the
most important input parameters in CF calculation. The low
availability of experimental data is believed to remain or even
increase in the future, with more restrictive animal testing
(Swedish Chemicals Agency 2017). This means that guidance
regarding which estimation methods are most suitable for

certain substances (since most estimation methods and models
have limitations in coverage) is important, and will be even
more important in the future. For the proposed strategy in this
paper, the selection of estimation methods was based on their
applicability by LCA practitioners and documentation of scientific soundness. For the data set investigated in the study, the
data estimation filled most of the data gaps, but in several
cases, the resulting CF was categorised as non-MDQ. In the
light of these results, further investigation of available toxicity
data estimation methods applicable in LCIA may be worthwhile, as well as guidance to their use for an LCA practitioner.
New development of additional methods may also be required
if estimated data are to gain increased importance, also in an
LCIA setting. In cases where MDQ CFs are needed, the recommendation to the LCA practitioner is to engage in interdisciplinary collaboration with experts in the field, until additional data estimation methods and/or further guidance to their
use is available. Here, it is relevant to note that in a risk assessment setting, estimation of toxicity data is generally considered a time-saving procedure since the alternative, to carry
through the experiment, would be both time consuming and
costly (and require animal lives). In an LCA setting however,
where the alternative to data estimation is often to accept a
data gap, the data estimation can seem time consuming.
In this paper, it is shown that CF results depend on data
source selection, and it thus provides rationale for a structured
data source selection strategy where uncertainties are transparently communicated. The main uncertainty identified from
developing CFs for textile chemicals was the selection of input data regarding toxicity and in some cases degradation
rates, pKa and Kow. For persistent and amphiphilic substances,
where PFAS have served as a textile-relevant example, properties such as pKa and Kow are generally regarded as the most
problematic properties in risk assessment (Armitage 2009). In
USEtox however, these properties affect the CF less than the
toxicity data.
The model uncertainty for USEtox is documented to be a
factor of 100–1000 for human health and a factor of 10–100
for freshwater ecotoxicity. This uncertainty is recommended
to be considered when interpreting the LCA results
(Rosenbaum et al. 2008). Rosenbaum et al. (2008) state that
inclusion of parameter uncertainty is desirable, and in the
present study, focus has been put on parameter uncertainty,
in particular related to the data selection. Within the data
source selection strategy proposed herein, parameter uncertainty is qualitatively categorised according to the categories
in Table 2. To quantitatively propagate those uncertainty estimations in further assessments where the CFs are applied,
probability distributions could be applied with, e.g. Monte
Carlo analysis (Grönholdt Palm et al. 2015).
We recommend LCA practitioners to include textile
chemicals in LCA studies of textile products. We also hope that
the new CFs provided and the developed data source selection

Degradation rates are difficult to estimate
(Aronson et al. 2006; Boxall et al. 2004;
Mackay et al. 2006). Many PFAS are however
stable—so lower uncertainty than most substances
Kow is not a good estimate for bioaccumulation of
persistent and amphiphilic substances
(Benskin et al. 2012). Research into the
bioaccumulation potential of precursor compounds
as well as degradation pathways in vivo are required
(Armitage 2009)
More and more substances will be missing experimental
data in the future since hazardous but also well-studied
toxicants are being phased out and replaced with new
chemicals.
Large differences in severity between reported effects,
especially for the for the non-cancer human endpoint
(e.g. severe chronic damage to foetus development vs.
temporary skin irritation)

CF characterisation factor, WOE weight of evidence

Italic parameters are not required for CF calculations but can be estimated from the
other parameters by USEtox internal estimation routines

Toxicity data: ED50
(carcinogenic
and non-carcinogenic
effects) and avlogEC50

Degradation rates: kdegA
and kdegW (required)
kdegSd and kdegSl (not
required)
Bioaccumulation factor
in fish/biota (BAFfish)

Collect literature data for bioaccumulation if possible

Use the most reliable estimation methods and
check that the substance is within the range of
coverage
Be transparent in which effects are included

DWR agents (e.g. PFAS, wetting
agents, optical brighteners)

All substances that are not well-known pollutants or
subject to regulation requiring
toxicity data (e.g. pesticides)

Careful selection of data for pKa is essential and to
make sure that the Henry’s law coefficient is valid
for the original species (uncharged). The influence
of entry compartment and its dependence on state
as well as KH25C, Pvap25 and Sol25 is an
important area for future studies of textile chemicals’
impacts

Acids, surfactants, DWR agents
(e.g. PFAS)

Do not apply default uncertainty span if uncertainty
is known to be lower
Collect literature data for kdegW if possible

Collect literature data for experimental data on Kow,
KOC and KDOC if possible

Wetting agents, DWR agents
(e.g. PFAS)

Dyestuff, optical brighteners,
DWR agents (e.g. PFAS)

Do a careful literature review and apply a WOE
approach to select best estimate
The value of the first pKa should be used in USEtox

Surfactants, DWR-related substances
(e.g. PFAS s, such as PFOA)

Problematic issues with the parameter for certain substance Examples of textile chemicals of this substance Proposal for reducing uncertainty
types
type

Acid dissociation constant: pKa Differs depending on whether measured directly,
(required for dissociating
indirectly or estimated. There can also be several
substances)
pKas for polyprotic acids. Data can be difficult
to obtain
Partitioning coefficients: Kow Amphiphilic substances for which Kow cannot be
(required)
measured (Rosenbaum et al. 2008)
KOC and KDOC (not required)
Henry’s law coefficient
For ionizing compounds, the solubility of gas and
(KH25C)
solids in water strongly depends on state
(Armitage 2009)

USEtox parameter

Table 5 Discussed input parameters for calculation of CFs in USEtox, the problematic issues with the parameter for certain substance types in relation to the 25 textile chemicals, examples of substances
and proposals for reducing uncertainty
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strategy can aid such inclusions. The proposed data source selection strategy offers transparency in the choice of data sources to
encourage future studies to further improve the data quality and
account for the causes behind uncertainties in the LCA.
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